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Report of the Director
The annual HFSJG user meeting took place at the University of Bern
on August 23, 2018. The director informed participants about (i) the
SNF proposal submission for the support of the HFSJG to run the
two research stations, (ii) the infrastructural updates during the
next years (in particular the renovation of the 2nd level laboratory
at the Sphinx observatory including temperature control), and (iii)
the status of the East Ridge. The presentation was given by the
director about the status of the Virtual Alpine Observatory (VAO).
Dr. Timm Riesen informed the participants about the progress
made with the Stellarium Gornergrat project.

The High Altitude Research Station Jungfraujoch received the
prestigious Historic Site award from the European Physical Society.
On this occasion, a symposium was held on February 7, 2019 at the
University of Bern, highlighting the achievements of past
generations of physicists. On February 8, we officially uncovered
the plaque at the Jungfraujoch Research Station (Fig. 1).
This award generates additional momentum and visibility for our
Foundation and above all it honors the many national and
international research institutions and their achievements - which
contributed to this award. Thank you very much for this.
Jungfraujoch was certified as Class 1 station within the European
infrastructure network Integrated Carbon Observation System
(ICOS) on May 31, 2018.
Persons that recently visited our Research Station at Jungfraujoch
could benefit from a newly built kitchen and renewed carpets in all
bedrooms, the office and the entrance. I hope that will be
appreciated by our research community.
At Gornergrat the Stellarium had to deal with difficulties this year,
as in July the Kulmhotel and the dome at Gornergrat were hit by
lightning, which caused a lot of damage on the hardware and the
infrastructure of the Stellarium. Additional efforts were necessary
to get the project running again.
The Foundation HFSJG
In 2018, we had no Board meeting and therefore did our duties by
mail confirmation. The activity report and the statement of
accounts for the year 2017 have been approved by the Board
Members and the HFSJG administration was given discharge.

Figure 1. Uncovering of the EPS-Historic Site plaque next to the
entrance of the Sphinx observatory at Jungfraujoch by Dr. Rüdiger
Voss, president of the European Physical Society (right) and Prof.
em. Dr. Silvio Decurtins, president HFSJG.

The Jungfraujoch Commission of the Swiss Academy of Sciences
(SKHFJ) held the annual meeting on June 8, 2018 at the House of
Sciences, Bern. The president, Prof. Dr. Heinz Gäggeler, welcomed
two new members of the commission: Prof. Dr. Stefano Rimoldi as
representative of medical research and Markus Balmer as
representative of the Jungfrau Railway. Dr. Brigitte Buchmann
resigned as member and will be replaced by Dr. Lukas
Emmenegger, representing atmospheric research. Markus Balmer
informed the commission that the V-Bahn project will soon start to
be built after many negotiations. The commission is also active for
the Foundation “Schweizer Jugend forscht” by offering a prize to
visit the research facility of the HFSJG. The president guided the
winners on a tour to Jungfraujoch and the Paul Scherrer Institute.
The commission supports the release of a brochure about the
Gornergrat activities, similarly as the brochure about the research
station at Jungfraujoch. It will be available in spring 2019.

Figure 2. Participants of the EPS Historic Site Award event.

The president of the Foundation HFSJG networked successfully at
the embassy of Norway in Switzerland when joining an event
named “The Artic is closer as you think”. There, as well as on an
excursion to Jungfraujoch with representatives of the Arctic Council
and ambassadors of the Nordic Countries, he informed these
countries that it would be beneficial to join our Foundation HFSJG.
A couple of months later, the University of Helsinki joined.

We sadly took notice of the decease of four former supporters of
our Foundation: Prof. Dr. Gustav Alfred Andreas Tammann-Jundt
Professor of astronomy and cosmology at the University of Basel
and – among many other prestigious positions – former president
of our Foundation HFSJG, passed away on January 6, 2019. Dr. Claus
Fröhlich, physicist and well-known for his research related to the
solar constant and former auditor of our Foundation, passed away
on February 22, 2019 and Dr. Daniel Odermatt, Head of the
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administration unit of the University of Bern and supporter of our
Foundation, passed away on July 6, 2018. Willy Imhasly, who
represented the community of Fieschertal died on December 3,
2018. He was an important supporter of our Foundation. Nils
Trauffer, who led the installation work of the Gasser company for
the protection net above the Research Station Jungfraujoch passed
away on January 10, 2019.

From experience over the last decades, the number of working days
is varying quite strongly from year to year. This is mainly due to the
number of campaigns present during a year. In 2018, working days
decreased from 818 in 2017 to 652 this year. The importance of
campaigns is visualised in Figure 6 with the number of working days
split into different categories. The spent working days’ distribution
is back to normal with the lead of Swiss followed by Austrian and
Belgium organisations as seen in Figure 7.

The High Altitude Research Station Jungfraujoch

40

As already mentioned, Jungfraujoch has received the EPS Historic
Site award, but this is not all. Also in 2019, the station will be
recognised as Chemical Landmark Site by the Swiss Academy of
Sciences. A symposium is organized to take place on April 25, 2019
at Bern University followed by an excursion to Jungfraujoch on the
next day.
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Again the High Altitude Research Station Jungfraujoch was very
attractive for researchers. In 2018, 33 (2017:36) research
institutions were active at Jungfraujoch. About 25 of 43 (2017:53)
research projects at Jungfraujoch are automated and remotely
accessible by their corresponding institutions.
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The involvement in international programmes is essential and
rewarding. Thankfully, such engagement is present for many of the
above mentioned projects: The two programmes, Global
Atmosphere Watch (GAW) and the Network of Detection of
Atmospheric Composition Change (NDACC), can count on many
projects conducted at Jungfraujoch. Of particular interest are the
two European infrastructures ICOS (Integrated Carbon Observation
System) with associated projects such as Ringo and ACTRIS
(Aerosols, Clouds, and Trace gases Research InfraStructure
Network). In both networks Jungfraujoch is a central site. However,
international embedment is not restricted to these networks but
extends to a large variety of programmes, listed in Table 1.

Figure 4. Number of research projects at the High Altitude Research
Stations Jungfraujoch and Gornergrat in 2018 by country.
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Collaborations at Jungfraujoch
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Figure 5. Number of collaborations at the High Altitude Research
Stations Jungfraujoch and Gornergrat in 2018.

Figure 3. Our new kitchen for the researchers (left) and the renewed
carpets in the hallways and the bedrooms (right).

Figure 6. Number of working days spent by scientists at the High
Altitude Research Station Jungfraujoch during the past years. The
number is split into four categories since 2002, i.e. medical
campaigns (green), CLACE campaign (grey), atmospheric research
(blue), others (purple).

In 2018, projects with principal investigators from five different
countries as displayed in Figure 4 could be welcomed and hosted at
Jungfraujoch. When taking collaborations into account, the number
of countries involved increases to 13 as visible in Figure 5. All this
information can also be retrieved from the HFSJG Webpage.
http://www.hfsjg.ch/jungfraujoch/researchprojects/overview.php
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Figure 7. Percentage of person-working days in 2018 at the High
Altitude Research Station Jungfraujoch per country.
The research conducted at Jungfraujoch resulted in the following
output in 2018:
34 refereed publications

Figure 8. The Jungfrau sediment wedge (JSW) from the east with an
incorporated large basement wedge that separates the
Innertkirchen–Lauterbrunnen zone (ILZ) from the Erstfeld zone (EZ).

35 conference presentations / posters
4 popular publications and presentations

(i) The northwest (NW) rim of the external Aar Massif was exhumed
from ~10 km depth to its present position at 4 km elevation above
sea level during several Alpine deformation stages. Different
models have been proposed for the timing and nature of these
stages. Recently proposed exhumation models for the central,
internal Aar Massif differ from the ones established in the covering
Helvetic sedimentary units. By updating pre-existing maps and
collecting structural data, a structural map and tectonic section
were reconstructed. Those were interpreted together with
microstructural data and peak metamorphic temperature
estimates from collected samples to establish a framework suitable
for both basement and cover. Deformation temperatures range
between 250 and 330 °C, allowing for semi-brittle deformation in
the basement rocks, while the calcite-dominated sedimentary
rocks deform in a ductile manner at these conditions. Although field
data allow to distinguish multiple deformation stages before and
during Aar Massif’s exhumation, all related structures formed
under similar P, T conditions at the investigated NW rim. In
particular, we find that the exhumation occurred during two stages
of shearing in Aar Massif’s basement, which induced in the
sedimentary rocks first a phase of folding and then a period of
thrusting, accompanied by the formation of a new foliation.

11 data publications and reports
1 bachelor- (0), master- (0) and PhD (1) theses
2 book / edited books
Jungfraujoch research was presented once again at many national
and international conferences in 2018 including:
Swiss Geoscience Meeting, Bern, Switzerland, December 1, 2018;
First IG3IS Symposium, Geneva, Switzerland, November 13-15,
2018; ACTRIS-2 WP3 Trace Gases Meeting, Douai, France, May 1618, 2018; IG3IS - TRANSCOM meeting, Lund, Sweden, September
17-20, 2018; 15th National GCOS Roundtable, Bern, Switzerland,
January 25, 2018; Meeting of the GAW Science Advisory Group for
Aerosols, Geneva, Switzerland, July 9-11, 2018; Nationale
Koordinationssitzung GEO/GEOSS, Bern, Switzerland, May 16,
2018; HFSJG Users Meeting, Bern, Switzerland, August 23, 2018;
57th Meeting of AGAGE Scientists and Cooperating Networks,
Beijing, China, May 6−12, 2018; 57th Meeting of AGAGE Scientists
and Cooperating Networks, Boston/Dedham, USA, October 7−12,
2018; Virtual Alpine Observatory Symposium, Grenoble, France,
March 13−15, 2018; EUREF-Symposium in Amsterdam, The
Netherlands, May 30 – June 1, 2018; BACCHUS Final Meeting,
Zurich, Switzerland, April 24-26, 2018; 6th Workshop –
Microphysics of ice clouds, Vienna, Austria, April 7, 2018; EGU
General Assembly, Vienna Austria, April 8-13, 2018, AGU Fall
Meeting 2018; 9th Atacama-Leh conference on coping with hypoxia
at high altitude: How lung, blood and brain respond and crosstalk,
San Pedro de Atacama, Chile, March 4-9, 2018; 14th ZIHP
Symposium, Zurich, Switzerland, August 31, 2018.

Mair, D., A. Lechmann, M. Herwegh, L. Nibourel, and F. Schlunegger, Linking
Alpine deformation in the Aar Massif basement and its cover units – the case
of the Jungfrau-Eiger mountains (Central Alps, Switzerland), Solid Earth, 9,
1099-1122, doi: 10.5194/se-9-1099-2018, 2018.

(ii) The ABL-TopoIndex is a topographical index based on the
hypsometric curve, the slope of the terrain around the station and
the inverse drainage basin that potentially reflects the source area
for thermally lifted pollutants. It allows one to rank the high altitude
stations as a function of their ABL influence or to optimize choice
of site location for FT sampling. High altitude stations situated on
volcanic islands, the highest stations in the Alps, in the Andes and
in the Pyrenees have low ABL-TopoIndex values. Stations situated
at or near the summit of their mountainous ranges such as BEO,
HAC and MWO also have low ABL-TopoIndex values. Stations
situated at altitudes between 4000 and 5500m in the Himalayas
and the Tibetan Plateau have high ABLTopoIndex values due to
their relatively low position compared to the summits. Statistically
significant correlations between the ABL-TopoIndex and the
aerosol parameters measured at high altitude sites allowed

Regarding research, I would like to highlight three investigations: (i)
Linking Alpine deformation in the Aar Massif basement and its
cover units – the case of the Jungfrau–Eiger mountains (Central
Alps, Switzerland); (ii) Identification of topographic features
influencing aerosol observations at high altitude stations (iii)
Atmospheric observations of ozone-depleting substances.
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validation of the methodological approach. There are also strong
anticorrelations between the local steepness of the slope and the
particle number concentration, suggesting that new particle
formation could be largely influenced by this topographical
parameter. If high altitude stations undergo daytime ABL air
influence due to convection, a pronounced diurnal cycle of aerosol
parameters is usually observed.

Figure 10. AGAGE and affiliated sites global measurement network
(continuous, in situ).
Additional scientific highlights were published in several peerreviewed journals:
Figure 9. ABL-TopoIndex for all stations as a function of continents
and mountainous ranges
Coen, M. C., E. Andrews, D. Aliaga, M. Andrade, H. Angelov, N. Bukowiecki,
M. Ealo, P. Fialho, H. Flentje, A.G. Hallar, R. Hooda, I. Kalapov, R. Krejci, N.H.
Lin, A. Marinoni, J. Ming, A. Nguyen, M. Pandolfi, V. Pont, L. Ries, S.
Rodriguez, G. Schauer, K. Sellegri, S. Sharma, J. Sun, P. Tunved, P. Velasquez,
and D. Ruffieux, Identification of topographic features influencing aerosol
observations at high altitude stations, Atmospheric Chemistry and Physics,
18,
12289-12313,
doi:
10.5194/acp-18-12289-2018,
2018.
https://www.atmos-chem-phys.net/18/12289/2018/

-

-

(iii) The atmospheric observations of ozone-depleting substances
(ODSs) have been essential for following their atmospheric
response to the production and use restrictions imposed by the
Montreal Protocol and its Amendments and Adjustments. ODSs
have been used since the first half of the 20th century in industrial
and domestic applications. However, their atmospheric growth
went unnoticed until the early 1970s, when they were discovered
using gas chromatograph-electron capture detection (GC-ECD)
instruments. Similar instrumentation formed the basis of global
flask and in situ measurements commenced by NOAA and
ALE/GAGE/AGAGE in the late 1970s. The combination of these
networks, supported by a number of other laboratories, has been
essential for following the tropospheric trends of ODSs.
Additionally, ground-based remote sensing measurements within
NDACC and aircraft-based observation programs have been crucial
for measuring the evolution of the ODS abundances over the entire
atmosphere. Maintaining these networks at least at their current
state is vital for ensuring the on-going verification of the success of
the Montreal Protocol.

-

-

-

-

Reimann, S., J.W. Elkins, P.J. Fraser, B.D. Hall, M.J. Kurylo, E. Mahieu, R.F.
Weiss, Observing the atmospheric evolution of ozone-depleting substances,
C. R. Geoscience, 350, 7, 384−392, 2018.
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.crte.2018.08.008.

-

-

-

v

Bergamaschi, P., et al., Inverse modelling of European CH4
emissions during 2006-2012 using different inverse models and
reassessed atmospheric observations, Atmospheric Chemistry
and Physics, 18, 901-920, 2018. https://doi.org/10.5194/acp18-901-2018
Coen, M. C. et al., Identification of topographic features
influencing aerosol observations at high altitude stations,
Atmospheric Chemistry and Physics, 18, 12289-12313, doi:
10.5194/acp-18-12289-2018, 2018. https://www.atmos-chemphys.net/18/12289/2018/
Conen, F. et al., Low number concentration of ice nucleating
particles in an aged smoke plume, Quarterly Journal of the
Royal Meteorological Society, 144, 715, 1991-1994, doi:
10.1002/qj.3312,
2018.
https://rmets.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1002/qj.331
2
Garcia, O.E. et al., The MUSICA IASI CH4 and N2O products and
their comparison to HIPPO, GAW and NDACC FTIR references,
Atmospheric Measurement Techniques, 11, 4171-4215, 2018.
https://doi.org/10.5194/amt-11-4171-2018
Groot Zwaaftink, C.D et al., Three-dimensional methane
distribution simulated with FLEXPART 8-CTM-1.1 constrained
with observation data, Geoscientific Model Development, 11,
4469–4487, 2018. https://doi.org/10.5194/gmd-11-4469-2018
Guillevic, M. et al., Dynamic–gravimetric preparation of
metrologically traceable primary calibration standards for
halogenated greenhouse gases, Atmos. Meas. Tech., 11, 6,
3351−3372, 2018. https://doi.org/10.5194/amt-11-3351-2018
Lacher, L. et al., Impact of Air Mass Conditions and Aerosol
Properties on Ice Nucleating Particle Concentrations at the High
Altitude Research Station Jungfraujoch, Atmosphere, 9, 9, 25,
doi: 10.3390/atmos9090363, 2018.
Lechmann, A. et al., The effect of rock composition on muon
tomography measurements, Solid Earth, 9, 1517-1533, doi:
10.5194/se-9-1517-2018, 2018.
https://www.solid-earth.net/9/1517/2018/
Lunt, M.F. et al., Continued emissions of the ozone-depleting
substance carbon tetrachloride from Eastern Asia, Geophys.
Res.
Lett.,
45,
20,
11423−11430,
2018.
https://doi.org/10.1029/2018GL079500
Nyeki, S. et al., Trends in surface radiation and cloud radiative
effect at four Swiss sites for the 1996 – 2015 period, submitted
to ACP.
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https://www.atmos-chem-phys-discuss.net/acp-2018-1096/
https://www.mdpi.com/2073-4433/9/9/363
Pandolfi, M. et al., A European aerosol phenomenology-6:
scattering properties of atmospheric aerosol particles from 28
ACTRIS sites, Atmospheric Chemistry and Physics, 18, 78777911,
doi:
10.5194/acp-18-7877-2018,
2018.
https://www.atmos-chem-phys.net/18/7877/2018/
Park, S. et al., Toward resolving the budget discrepancy of
ozone-depleting carbon tetrachloride (CCl4): an analysis of topdown emissions from China, Atmos. Chem. and Phys., 18, 16,
11729−11738, 2018. https://doi.org/10.5194/acp-18-117292018
Prinn, R.G. et al., History of chemically and radiatively
important atmospheric gases from the Advanced Global
Atmospheric Gases Experiment (AGAGE), Earth System Science
Data, 10, 985−1018, 2018. https://doi.org/10.5194/essd-10985-2018
Reimann, S. et al., Observing the atmospheric evolution of
ozone-depleting substances, C. R. Geoscience, 350, 7, 384−392,
2018. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.crte.2018.08.008
Schmale, J. et al., Long-term cloud condensation nuclei number
concentration, particle number size distribution and chemical
composition measurements at regionally representative
observatories, Atmos. Chem. Phys., 18, 4, 2853-2881, doi:
10.5194/acp-18-2853-2018, 2018. https://www.atmos-chemphys.net/18/2853/2018/
Schmale, J. et al., Collocated observations of cloud
condensation nuclei, particle size distributions, and chemical
composition (vol 4, 170003, 2018), Scientific Data, 5, doi:
10.1038/sdata.2018.94, 2018b.
https://www.nature.com/articles/sdata201894
Sherry, D. et al., Current sources of carbon tetrachloride (CCl4)
in our atmosphere, Environ. Res. Lett., 13, 024004 (7 pp.), 2018.
https://doi.org/10.1088/1748-9326/aa9c87
Simmonds, P.G. et al., Recent increases in the atmospheric
growth rate and emissions of HFC-23 (CHF3) and the link to
HCFC-22 (CHClF2) production, Atmos. Chem. Phys., 18, 6,
4153−4169, 2018.
https://doi.org/10.5194/acp-184153-2018
Vollmer, M.K. et al., Atmospheric histories and emissions of
chlorofluorocarbons CFC-13 (CClF3), ΣCFC-114 (C2Cl2F4), and
CFC-115 (C2ClF5), Atmos. Chem. Phys., 18, 979−1002, doi:
10.5194/acp-18-979-2018, 2018. https://www.atmos-chemphys.net/18/979/2018
Prinn, R.G. et al., History of chemically and radiatively
important atmospheric gases from the Advanced Global
Atmospheric Gases Experiment (AGAGE), Earth System Science
Data, 10, 985-1018, 2018. https://doi.org/10.5194/essd-10985-2018
Yuan Y. et al., Adaptive selection of diurnal minimum variation:
a statistical strategy to obtain representative atmospheric CO2
data and its application to European elevated mountain
stations, Atmospheric Measurement Techniques, 11, 1501–
1514, 2018.
https://www.atmos-meas-tech.net/11/1501/2018/

-

-

Zhou, M. et al., Ground-based FTIR retrievals of SF6 on Reunion
Island, Atmos. Meas. Tech., 11, 2, 651–662, doi: 10.5194/amt11-651-2018, 2018.
http:// hdl.handle.net/2268/215033
Thiersch, M. and E.R. Swenson, Cancer at high altitude, High
Altitude
Medicine
&
Biology,
19,
2,
2018.
https://doi.org/10.1089/ham.2017.0061

Most of the measurements made at Jungfraujoch are publicly
available via the respective databases, many of them in real or
near real-time. Further information can be found at
www.hfsjg.ch/en/jungfraujoch/online-data/
Visits to our research infrastructures have remained high and we
are happy and thankful to welcome groups that are interested to
see what our research partners have to offer at Jungfraujoch and
Gornergrat.
In March 2018, a delegation of Senior Arctic Officials and of
Ambassadors of the Nordic countries visited the High Altitude
Research Station Jungfraujoch. This allowed the president of our
Foundation, Prof. Dr. Silvio Decurtins, to address potential new
members of the Foundation and inform them about our services
for research on site (Figure 11).

Figure 11. In March, a delegation of Senior Arctic Officials and of
Ambassadors of the Nordic countries visited the High Altitude
Research Station Jungfraujoch. Despite the 'arctic' weather, a group
photo was taken on the Sphinx-terrace.
A selection of additional individual and group visitors in 2018 is
given in the following:
-

vi

Gewinner Wettbewerb ‘Nacht der Forschung’ der
Universität Bern, 03.03.2018
Senior Arctic Officials and Ambassadors, 13.03.2018
Participants of the MEMO 2 Workshop at the Empa,
21.03.2018
Umweltbundesamt, Zugspitze, DE, 03.05.2018
Geotest AG with a Chinese delegation of the Changjiang
Scientific Research Institute, 15.05.2018
University of Padova, Prof. Andrea Pitacco with students,
06.06.2018
Schweizerischer Nationalfonds SNF, Abteilung III, Biologie
und Medizin, 12.06.2018
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Table 1. List of major nationally and internationally coordinated networks and/or research
programs where Jungfraujoch is a key station.
NDACC

Network for the Detection of Atmospheric Composition Change Primary Site
(https://www.ndsc.ncep.noaa.gov/)

GAW, GAW-CH Global Atmosphere Watch, Global GAW Station
(http://www.wmo.int/pages/prog/arep/gaw/gaw_home_en.html, and
http://www.meteoschweiz.admin.ch/home/forschung-und-zusammenarbeit/internationale-zusammenarbeit/gaw.html)
GAW-PFR

GAW Aerosol Optical Depth (AOD) Network
(https://www.pmodwrc.ch/weltstrahlungszentrum/worcc/gaw-pfr-network/)

GCOS

Global Climate Observing System (http://www.wmo.int/pages/prog/gcos/)

GCOS-CH

Swiss GCOS office (http://www.meteoschweiz.admin.ch/home/forschung-und-zusammenarbeit/internationalezusammenarbeit/gcos.html)

AGAGE

Advanced Global Atmospheric Gases Experiment Collaborative Sampling Station
(http://agage.eas.gatech.edu/)

NADIR/NILU

NILU's Atmospheric Database for Interactive Retrieval (http://www.nilu.no/nadir/)

EUMETNET

Network of European Meteorological Services (http://www.eumetnet.eu/)

SwissMetNet

Automatic Measuring Network of MeteoSwiss
(http://www.meteoschweiz.admin.ch/home/mess-und-prognosesysteme/bodenstationen/automatisches-messnetz.html)

RADAIR

Swiss Automatic Network for Air Radioactivity Monitoring
(https://www.naz.ch/en/themen/messnetze.html)

ICOS

Integrated Carbon Observation System (https://www.icos-ri.eu/)

NADAM

Netz für automatische Dosis-Alarmierung und Meldung (https://www.naz.ch/de/aktuell/tagesmittelwerte.shtml)

NABEL

Nationales Beobachtungsnetz für Luftfremdstoffe - National Air Pollution Monitoring
Network (http://www.bafu.admin.ch/luft/00612/00625/index.html?lang=de)

AGNES

Automated GPS Network for Switzerland
(http://www.swisstopo.ch/pnac)

PERMASENSE

Wireless Sensing in High Alpine Environments (http://www.permasense.ch/)

PERMOS

Permafrost Monitoring Switzerland (http://www.permos.ch/)

NMDB

Real-Time Database for High Resolution Neutron Monitor Measurements
(http://www.nmdb.eu)

E-GVAP I + II

The EUMETNET GPS Water Vapour Programme (http://eumetnet.eu/)

ACTRIS

ACTRIS is the European Research Infrastructure for the observation of Aerosol, Clouds, and Trace gases
(http://www.actris.eu/)

Swiss Glacier
Monitoring
Network

Federal Office for the Environment (BAFU) (https://www.glamos.ch/)

EARLINET-ASOS European Aerosol Research Lidar Network – Advanced Sustainable
Observation System (http://www.earlinetasos.org)
InGOS

Integrated non-CO2 Greenhouse Gas Observing System
(http://www.ingos-infrastructure.eu)

NORS

Network of Remote Sensing (http://nors.aeronomie.be)

AGACC-II

Advanced exploitation of Ground based measurements, Atmospheric
Chemistry and Climate applications (http://agacc.aeronomie.be)

EMEP

European Monitoring and Evaluation Programme (http://www.emep.int)

GAIA-CLIM

Gap Analysis for Integrated Atmospheric ECV CLImate Monitoring
(http://www.gaia-clim.eu/)

QA4ECV

Quality Assurance for Essential Climate Variables (http://www.qa4ecv.eu/)

Ringo

Readiness of ICOS for Necessities of integrated Global Observations
(https://www.icos-ri.eu/ringo)

vii
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Schweizerischer Nationalfonds SNF, Abteilung IV,
Programme, 13.06.2018
Glaziologen aus Brasilien, 28.06.2018
New York Times Students Journeys, 15.07.2018
Departement für Chemie und Biochemie, Universität Bern,
26.07.2018
ETH Zürich, Labor für Umweltingenieurwissenschaften,
08.08.2018
Participants of the International Bachelor Summer School of
Climate Change Research of the University of Bern,
15.08.2018
Participants of the Summer PhD School Mont-Soleil,
18.08.2018
Institute of Anatomy, University of Bern, 25.08.2018
Empa, Transport at Nanoscale Interfaces Laboratory,
27.08.2018
Institute of Low Temperature Science, Hokkaido University,
Sapporo, Japan, 31.08.2018
Institut für Atmosphäre und Umwelt, Goethe Universität
Frankfurt, 06.09.2018
Karlsruher Institut für Technologie, Prof. Christoph
Kottmeier mit Studenten der Meteorologie, 09.10.2018
Berner Kantonalbank BEKB, 26.10.2018
Schweizer Jugend forscht, 05.11.2018
ETH Zürich, VAW-Glaziologie, Dr. Andreas Bauder mit
Studenten, 21.11.2018
University of Bern, Rosetta-group, 25.11.2018
ETH Zürich, VAW-Glaziologie, Dr. Andreas Bauder mit
Studenten, 05.12.2018
Stellarium Gornergrat: über 720 Besucher im 2018
Schweizerischer Nationalfonds SNF, Abteilung II,
Mathematik, Natur- und Ingenieurwissenschaften,
13.06.2018 auf Gornergrat

Station and the custodian Mr. Ruedi Käser. The following items
related to HFSJG were mentioned (i) the number of overnight stays
at the research station increases, often by persons from the railway
company, snowfun and the kiosk. Unfortunately, incidents
occurred that we cannot accept. Therefore, we ask for acceptable
behavior in our infrastructure; (ii) it was mentioned that the
Foundation will receive two awards and that on these occasions
symposia with excursion to Jungfraujoch will be organised; (iii) it
was mentioned that the temperature regulation in the Sphinxobservatory shall become independent from the Jungfrau Railway
system, an engineering company is looking into different
possibilities.
The High Altitude Research Station Gornergrat
At Gornergrat two projects were conducted in 2018, i.e. “Stellarium
Gornergrat” and glacier monitoring. After the dismantling of the
SONTEL project, only a small number of visits were necessary by
Rolf Bütikofer, who was the person in charge. Yet, this decrease has
been balanced by visits from the University of Zürich to investigate
the local glaciers. A total of 87 working days was spent at
Gornergrat (Figure 13). An incredible high number of 720 visitors
could be welcomed at the Gornergrat Observatory and were
professionally guided by Dr. Timm Riesen. Again Stellarium
Gornergrat – the public outreach project – is performing well.
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Figure 13. Number of working days at the High Altitude Research
Station Gornergrat in 2018 by research groups.
Summary and Acknowledgements
The year 2018 was another year of interest for our Foundation. Two
awards were announced in 2018. The Historic Site award
symposium and the related ceremony at Jungfraujoch have already
taken place in February 2019. The Chemical Landmark award will
be celebrated in Bern with a full-day symposium on April 25, 2019
with the ceremony at Jungfraujoch the next day. I would like to
thank the committees for granting these awards, namely the
European Physical Society as well as the Swiss Academy of Science.

Figure 12. Visit of the participants of the Oeschger Bachelor school
2018.

Last year the researcher’s kitchen as well as the carpets were
renewed. I would like to thank Marcel Knecht, our architect, as well
as the two companies Christian Egger AG and Holzkreation Schmid
AG for their highly appreciated work. I think this investment was
timely and well spent.

The media interest in research activities remains rather high. In
particular, with the announcement that our Foundation will receive
two awards in 2019, media interests increased. We could host
several television and radio broadcasting journalist groups as well
as delegations from printed media that resulted in 21 contributions
in 2018 (2017: 34). Measurements on the Jungfrau East Ridge (JER)
are on-going. The comparison between the two sites at JER and JFJ
(Sphinx) document day-time enrichments in CO2 mole fractions in
the order of 1 ppm. Investigations cannot exclude an influence from
the numerous visitors. The annual coordination meeting for all
institutions working at Jungfraujoch took place on October 16, 2018
at Jungfraujoch. It was attended by the director of the Research

Every year I am happy to present you the impressive outcome from
the two Research Stations Jungfraujoch and Gornergrat. A
significant number of peer-reviewed publications have been placed
again. Congratulations to all science partners that have so
efficiently used our infrastructure. It motivates us – the HFSJG staff
– to keep doing our best for such an active science community.
Thank you. Yet, I have noticed that not in all publications that are
related to Jungfraujoch our Foundation is acknowledged. Please
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make sure to follow our rules, it’s easy. The following sentences can
be used for instance: “We acknowledge that the International
Foundation High Altitude Research Stations Jungfraujoch and
Gornergrat (HFSJG), 3012 Bern, Switzerland, made it possible for us
to carry out our experiment(s) at the High Altitude Research Station
at Jungfraujoch.”

for the hospitality and for the support of our administration. I like
to thank the Physics Institute for hosting the office of Stellarium
Gornergrat within their Centre for Space and Habitability.
Finally, I would particularly like to thank Prof. Silvio Decurtins for
his tremendous involvement and support in many different
aspects. He follows his agenda consequently and adverts our
Foundation with persuasion. After a successful excursion with
ambassadors from the Nordic countries, Finland agreed to join our
Foundation from 2019 onwards. Thank you very much Silvio for
your precious work.

The number of tourist visits at Jungfraujoch surpassed one million
again in 2018 and the Jungfraubahn are on track in 2019. Once
again, I congratulate the Jungfraubahn Holding AG (Prof. Thomas
Bieger, president of the Board and Mr. Urs Kessler, Chief Executive
Officer) for this economic success. A milestone has been achieved
by the Jungfraubahn with the construction-start of the V-Bahn. I
ungrudgingly have to admit that your goals are as high as ours in
science, namely to be the best. Of course this initiates challenges
for both institutions. The key – therefore – is to talk to each other.
In my opinion this can be improved.

I conclude by saying come and see our newly renovated entry area,
living room and researcher’s kitchen. On behalf of the Directorate
HFSJG, best regards to all of you.

Support from many different sections at Jungfraujoch helps us to
run our infrastructures, namely Mr. Markus Balmer (Head of
Jungfrau – Top of Europe), Stefan Würgler (Head of operations), the
Jungfraubahn Holding AG, the technical services (Mr. Andreas Wyss
and his team). Thank you very much. HFSJG experienced maybe one
of the last service years of Mrs. Brigitte Soche and Mr. Martin Soche
and their personnel of the restaurants at the Top of Europe, hosting
our staff, scientists, and visitors.

Bern, March 28, 2019

Stellarium Gornergrat keeps going and attracts many visitors with
its diverse events such as the “Dining with the stars”. Dr. Timm
Riesen writes in his report “The Stellarium Gornergrat supported 6
matura theses and improved the organization and available web
content and resources to better support teachers with suitable
project ideas and their students with data from the Stellarium,
ordered by the students through our web portal.” The German
physics education foundation (Kuhn-Stiftung) will support the
development of new educational content (in German) for the
Stellarium Gornergrat. Congratulations to the staff of the project
led by Dr. Timm Riesen of the University of Bern. Also, in this case
the success is based on collaborations for which I express my
sincere thanks: to the Matterhorn Gotthard Railway (Jean-Pierre
Schmid, president and Fernando Lehner, Chief Executive Officer
and his representative in the HFSJG Board, Mr. René Bayard) and
the Gornergrat Railway for their support regarding person and
material transport.
The continuous engagement of the Burgergemeinde Zermatt in the
Foundation’s activities is very much appreciated. I cordially thank
Mr. Andreas Biner, president and Mr. Fernando Clemenz of the
Burgergemeinde Zermatt. The success of the “Dining with the
stars” and previous events would not have been possible without
the dedicated promotion by Mrs. Nicole Marbach and Mr. Thomas
Marbach at the Kulmhotel Gornergrat. Their hospitality makes a
visit at Gornergrat any time likeable.
Our administrative staff at Bern once again did a marvellous job.
Claudine Frieden (secretary), Dr. Rolf Bütikofer (IT responsible
person) and Dr. Stéphane Affolter (responsible person for East
Ridge Station) guaranteed a smooth operation of the Foundation.
Thank you so much. I also would like to thank Mr. Karl Martin Wyss
for his competent services as our treasurer, Mrs. Theres Trachsel
for the bookkeeping, and the CORE Treuhand Cotting AG, Bern (Mr.
Harro Lüdi) for the professional auditing.
The University of Bern is not only a member of our Foundation but
supports us in many issues, for instance when a juristic judgement
is needed. Therefore, I express my sincere thanks to its Rector Prof.
Dr. Christian Leumann for the continued support of our Foundation
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